Rewind 2016: the year in underground music

Releases of the year
We asked our contributors to nominate their top 10 records, CDs, downloads and streams of the year, then we counted up the votes.

Critics' reflections
Our contributors look back on 2016's cultural highs and lows.

The Social Network
Robert Barry on the growing importance of the collective.

We Are The Music Makers
Sam Underwood on inventor musicians.

Justice For All
Laira Dawes on race and resistance.

Bites

Foodman
Footwork keeps the Japanese producer’s synthetic mayhem moving. By James Hadfield

Jacques Brodier
The French composer rides the airwaves into far distant worlds. By Philip Clark

DJ Lag
It’s all about drug-free fun for Durban’s young goom master. By Claire Sawers

Tropa Macaca
The Portuguese duo surf ‘n’ loop their way through humid psychedelia. By Stewart Smith

Global Ear

Marrakech
Cosmo Records’ organic electro-acoustic hybrids shape the future of Moroccan dance. By Holly Dicker

Invisible Jukebox

Peter Brötzmann & Heather Leigh
The saxophonist and pedal steel player fill their ears with The Wire’s mystery record selection. Tested by Mike Barnes

The Inner Sleeve
Deathboxx Art/True Neutral Crew’s Brian Kineman on Big Audio Dynamite’s No 10, Upping St

Epiphany
Jamaican saxophonist Saxa teaches Val Willner a lesson in rhythm ‘n’ rime

The Enigma Machine
Keith Fullerton Whitman on the fallen heroes of the Buchla synthesizer

Patronising Behaviour
Rory Gibb on corporate interference

Columnists' charts
Our specialist critics select music that rocked their corner of the subculture, from avant rock to the outer limits.

Artists’ reflections
A cast of 2016’s most active movers and shakers shine the spotlight on their cultural year.

Archive releases of the year
Our contributors voted for their top 10 archival records, CDs, downloads and streams, and we counted them all up.

Reviews Index

Soundcheck
New vinyl, CDs, downloads and streams, plus reissues and specialist columns, including:

Grime 2016
Better bit o’ Butterz. By Richard Stacey

LA Funk
Party pastiches. By Rob Turner

A Tribe Called Quest
The final service. By Michael A Gonzales

Harvey Mandel
Snake’s alive. By Emily Bick

John Lennon & Yoko Ono
Virgin territories. By Richard Thomas

LAFMS
Divide and conquer. By Byron Coley

Print Run
New music books: Lil Wayne’s diary, John Cage in conversation with Morton Feldman, forgotten sound-words, and more

On Screen
New films and DVDs: Hue Wahl’s Action Space

On Location
Recent festivals, gigs and clubs: Earth + Neurosis, Matana Roberts, Matmos, Death Grips, and more

On Site
Recent exhibitions: Note Form, London, UK
To mark their 40th anniversary in 2012 Los Angeles Free Music Society splintered into 25 performance units; four years later, the results of this experiment have emerged. By Byron Coley

LAFMS Box Box
Various
The Bakersfield
Created by a cabal of SoCal oddballs in the early 1970s, Los Angeles Free Music Society’s influence and reputation expanded slowly and sinuously through underground corridors over the last 40-plus years. Their initial impetus was mind expansion via record collecting. The groups evolved around Poo-Bah, a still-active record store in Pasadena that had a fine experimental music bin stocked by Tom Rechcinn. After hours, the store became a place to try out new tricks learned from days listening to records on labels like Saturn and BYG and Incus.

The first LAFMS band were Le Forte Four, created when Chip Chapman and the Potts Brothers (Rick and Joe) began mixing pre-recorded sounds with live instrumentation. Simultaneously, Rechcinn started up what became The Doo-Dooettes, along with Dennis Duck, Juan Gomez and Fredrik Nilsen. These bands joined forces to form Airway with vocalist Vetsza. Duck was also involved in the local anti-hippy collective Smegma, who soon decamped for Portland. Ace Farren Ford had Smegma ties as well. He and Robert ‘Duce’ Pfaukch brought their Ace & Duce operation into the fold. John Duncan, part of the Poo-Bah circle, was a visual artist whose work began to incorporate harsh sonics.

With a few additions, this was the core of the original LAFMS, an organisation which released 14 LPs and various whatifs between 1975–82. The compilation albums they assembled involved participation from The Residents and Half Japanese (among many others), as well as cover art by Captain Beefheart. Indeed listeners only first heard LAFMS through these tangential connections. Others discovered them when Airway, The Doo-Dooettes, Le Forte Four and Smegma appeared on the Nurse With Wound list. And several lucky locals actually had the pleasure of stumbling into one of the live shows they sponsored.

The label ceased most record production in 1982, but there have been periodic revivals of ensembles, while Smegma are into their fifth decade of active existence. Most of the individual LAFMS’s participants remained active in experimental music, however, and (as with The Germs’ blue circle gang) associate membership in LAFMS was bestowable on people who choose to march under its flag. The final ensemble to be granted full status were Extended Organ, a quintet in which visual artists Mike Kelley and Jim Shaw (of Destroy All Monsters/Poetics) joined Nilsen, Rechcinn and Joe Potts.

The first large scale reappraisal of LAFMS’s work was the amazing 1998 anthology, The Lowest Form Of Music – 11 CD, largely issuing music recorded during the 1970s. It remains the definitive overview of the label and its artists, although there have been a few subsequent stand-alone reissues (Dennis Duck Goes Discos, the ID Art compilation, etc) that provide more semantic weight. That box set title was also used as the banner of a weekend-long LAFMS festival Sound & Music hosted in London in 2010. This was followed in 2012 by Beneath The Valley Of TCFOM, a six week installation filled with the invented/altered instruments, fliers, videos, photographs, art, weird objects, a pop-up record store and musical performances, all held at downtown Los Angeles’s Box Gallery. A vast array of LAFMS and related musicians played at the event. This amazing box set contains shards of every set that was heard.

The box itself is a physically impressive object. Each of the 13 LPs is packed in a stiff colour inner sleeve. There are three posters – one for the event, one of Mike Kelley’s toy guts installation, and one that lists all members of LAFMS with explanatory notes on the back. There is also a large book with photos of participants, and all kinds of other stuff. It’s a large ass package, fully worthy of the project it documents.

The albums are divided among the 25 ensembles who participated in the concerts, arrayed in chronological order. It starts with two sides by a nameless tetet that played the opening reception. This unique ensemble included Dennis Duck, John Duncan, Ace Farren Ford, Joseph Hammer, Mike Kelley, Fredrik Nilsen, Joe Potts, Rick Potts, Tom Rechcinn and Vetsza. Between them, one or another of these players has appeared as a member of the vast bulk of LAFMS units. And their sound – a great randomised gabble of voices, percussion, electronic zyzzles and squawks of unknown origin – gives an excellent sense of the amateurism (in its purest sense) LAFMS always stood for. This is music carved from pure love of the creative process. It’s music played to confound and surprise the people with whom you’re playing. These are sounds that feel like they are a joy to squeeze out. That they also happen to sound pretty great is only a happy accident. Or so one assumes. But the overall quality of the music presented in this box makes it seem not so accidental.

Most of the key groups are represented by a full side of music. Refraining from song-like structures, The Doo-Dooettes create a crumbling landscape of bong fog, natives in trouble and loosely plucked strings. Le Forte Four take the outfit’s record-player/cassette-recorder cartoon-based musique concrete dynamism and turns it into a sampler battle royale for hurfers and snurpers. The result is a barrage of sources, but they fit together snugly enough to appear friendly. Smegma’s side is under ten minutes, but is packed to the nipple-raters with action, featuring avant garage rock readymades that devolve into limpid pools of vocal chatter and percussion/sax pandemonium. Airway’s appearance reminds me of what Art Ensemble Of Chicago’s Sororah album with Bright Fontaine might have sounded like if they’d used little machines instead of little instruments, and Fontaine had spent more time woodshedding with Patty Waters, Ace & Duck (Dennis Duck plus Ace’s Artificial Art Ensemble) is rather different to Ace & Duce, with more wind, drum and string clattering around the rim of a musette. Extended Organ serve up a mess of Mike Kelley’s prerecorded vocals on top of keyboard antics and sheets of sound that are dented and scoured beyond recognition.

There are also excellent smaller unit and solo outs by Rechcinn (clouds of keyboard drones and drizzle), Rick Potts (processed voices with electronic blooms), Vetsza Joe Potts (extended glossolalic inventions), Tenser (Smegma’s Jackie and Juk Sux mixing free sax with cinematic textures and vocals) and plenty more. Even the slimmer, later combos like Dolphin Explosion (a reunited kidde music duo whose drummer was Mike Kelley) provide real bang for buck. Figuring out how all the pieces of the latter-day bands and connections fit together is a head boggler, but the very nature of this project necessarily requires a lot of boggling.

If you have the time and the money to spend, this box will reward you with a lot to think about. Having just played it three times in a row, I’m struck by how little of the music evidences any prog damage (apart, perhaps, from some borrowed from the French free rock wing of the genre), but that makes sense. Just like the punks who came along after them, these people really felt like music should be free, and that anyone should be able to make a record. It’s a majestically impulsive. Fuck chops. ⬤